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APRIL 25, 2012 

Alert Memo 

Hong Kong: SFC Action against IPO Sponsor 

1. Background 
 

On April 22, 2012 the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) one of Hong 
Kong's main securities regulators and the body in charge of licensing securities industry 
participants in Hong Kong, revoked the licence of Mega Capital (Asia) Company Limited 
and fined it HK$42 million (US$5.38 million).  Not only was this the largest fine ever 
handed down by the SFC, but also the first time a sponsor's licence has been revoked. 
 

The SFC's action followed an investigation into Mega Capitals' practices and 
procedures whilst acting as sole sponsor to Hontex International Holdings Company 
Limited's December 2009 IPO on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSE).  Trading in 
Hontex shares was suspended three months after its listing as a result of materially 
overstated figures for turnover and profits before tax in its IPO prospectus.  At the same 
time, the SFC obtained a court order freezing some HK$997.4 million (US$127.8 million) 
held by Hontex and legal action is continuing with a view to requiring Hontex to return the 
IPO proceeds to public shareholders who bought shares during the IPO.   
 

The SFC's action against Mega Capital follows the coming into force of the SFC's 
Sponsor Guidelines on January 1, 2007 which put in place a more rigorous regime 
governing sponsor due diligence work, and a more recent 'themed inspection' conducted by 
the SFC on 17 sponsors, starting late 2009, focusing on sponsor’s work undertaken in initial 
listing applications.  These inspections resulted in an SFC report issued in March 2011 
noting certain deficiencies in the work performed by sponsors and inadequacies in their 
internal systems and controls including: 
 

• Unsatisfactory due diligence on the listing applicant's business; 
• Questionable disclosure to HKSE during the listing process; 
• Failure to maintain proper documentation of due diligence; and 
• Inadequate internal systems and controls over sponsor work. 
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2. SFC Findings against Mega Capital 
 

The SFC's main findings against Mega Capital echoed the deficiencies noted in the 
SFC's March 2011 report, and included: 
 

(1) Inadequate and sub-standard due diligence work 
 

The principal businesses of Hontex are fabric sales and garment manufacturing 
(on an OEM basis for apparel owners and for Hontex's franchisees).  Mega Capital's 
due diligence work was inadequate, for example: 
 

• questionnaires, completed with suppliers and customers, failed to collect 
material information (eg. transaction figures with the Hontex group 
companies) and missing information was never followed-up; 

• a number of interviews with suppliers and customers were conducted over the 
phone in haste on the day that Hontex filed its listing application; and 

• information as to franchisees (name, address and turnover for each) provided 
by Hontex, was not verified properly and transaction records between 
franchisees and Hontex were not obtained. 

 
(2) Failure to act independently and impartially 
 

Important aspects of Mega Capital's due diligence work on Hontex's suppliers, 
customers and franchisees were sourced from Hontex without independent scrutiny.  
For example: 
 

• Mega Capital agreed to Hontex's request that it should not approach the 
group's suppliers, customers and franchisees directly, and as a result all 
interviews were arranged by Hontex and conducted in the presence of 
Hontex's representatives; 

• Mega Capital accepted Hontex's representation, without any inquiries, that 
some of its suppliers/customers refused to have face-to-face interviews, and 
accepted the arrangement to have telephone interviews with these 
suppliers/customers, arranged by Hontex; and 

• written confirmations from franchisees confirming that they were 
independent from Hontex were obtained through Hontex. 

 
(3) Inadequate audit trail of due diligence work 
 

Mega Capital failed to adequately document their due diligence planning and 
significant aspects of their due diligence work.  For example, there are no records 
showing what background or other due diligence searches had been conducted by 
Mega Capital on the suppliers, customers and franchisees of the Hontex group. 
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(4) Inadequate supervision of its staff 
 

• most of the due diligence work was handled by junior and inexperienced staff 
of Mega Capital without adequate supervision; and 

• each of the two 'responsible officers' at Mega Capital denied that that they 
were responsible for the listing application. 

 
Whilst the SFC found no evidence that Mega Capital was involved in any fraud, its 

failure in discharging its sponsor's duties "prejudiced the regulatory assessment of Hontex's 
suitability for listing and jeopardized the interests of the investing public".  SFC 
investigations are continuing against the two 'responsible officers' (required by law to be 
appointed for each SFC-licensed entity) of Mega Capital. 
 

3. Practical Suggestions for Sponsors 
 

The main regulatory requirements for IPO sponsors are contained in Chapter 3A and 
Practice Note 21 (PN21) of the HKSE Listing Rules and various SFC Codes/Guidelines, 
including the SFC's Sponsor Guidelines and Corporate Finance Adviser Code of Conduct.  
The SFC's Sponsor Guidelines set out requirements as to fitness and properness to remain 
licensed and other ongoing requirements of a sponsor including maintaining effective 
systems and controls, appointment of transaction teams and management 
responsibility/supervision.  The Listing Rule provisions require sponsors to conduct 
reasonable due diligence so as to put themselves in a position to make a declaration to 
HKSE concerning the new applicant and the contents of the listing document. 
 

The following list contains practical suggestions for sponsors, although it is 
obviously not exhaustive: 
 

Due Diligence 
 

• plan due diligence to be appropriate for the particular listing applicant's business, 
including on: 
• the applicant's performance and finances, business plan and any profit 

forecast or estimate; 
• major business stakeholders (suppliers, customers, creditors and bankers); 
• any material change in business shortly before listing; 

• document the due diligence planning, including any significant deviations from 
the plans, as well as any decisions taken to exclude disclosure of a particular 
matter on the basis of immateriality; 

• allow sufficient time for due diligence to be conducted properly and keep a 
proper trail of the due diligence work undertaken; 
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• verify the identity of interviewees, allow interviews to take place free from 
interference by the listing applicant, and follow-up incomplete/unsatisfactory 
responses; 

• avoid over-reliance on the listing applicant (eg. setting up interviews or sending 
out questionnaires etc.) and be particularly sceptical to any unnecessary 
involvement by or if any resistance originates, or appears to originate, from the 
listing applicant itself.  Where possible verify information independently from 
the listing applicant; 

• maintain effective record retention policies - to demonstrate compliance with all 
legal and regulatory requirements and enable the SFC to carry out ad hoc or 
comprehensive reviews or investigations to assess compliance; and 

• do not rely blindly on expert's work/opinions - consider whether: 
• it is reasonable to rely on such information and advice; 
• the expert's opinion is based on confirmations/representations from the 

management of the listing applicant without further independent enquiries or 
assessment by a third party; 

• the assumptions disclosed by the expert are fair, reasonable and complete by 
reference to the sponsor's knowledge of the new applicant; and 

• any follow-up is required for inconsistent statements etc.. 
 
Internal Controls 

 
For each transaction, a Principal should supervise the IPO transaction team, 

be involved in key decisions and be aware of the key risks and responsible for 
measures to address them.  Sponsors must also ensure manpower and resources are 
commensurate with the volume, size and complexity of sponsor work undertaken 
and conduct an annual assessment of their systems and controls to ensure compliance 
with all laws/regulations applicable to sponsor work. 

 
4. Expected regulatory changes 

 
Although responsibility for the information in listing documents lies primarily with 

the directors of listing applicants, it is a regulatory requirement that sponsors should also be 
closely involved in the preparation of the new applicant's listing documents.   

 
Since March 2011, the SFC has issued repeated warnings about the quality of 

sponsor due diligence work in relation to IPO applicants and there are well publicized plans 
for the imminent launch by the SFC of a public consultation which would potentially see 
criminal sanctions in place for investment bankers and hefty fines for sponsors where they 
fail to meet their responsibilities in sponsoring new listing applicants in Hong Kong.   

 
In addition, listed issuers and their directors/chief executives are expected to face 

civil penalties and fines of up to HK$8 million for failing to disclose price-sensitive 
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information as and when a proposal (currently before Legco, the law making body in Hong 
Kong) is brought into effect in the near future. 
 

5. Conclusion  
 

Whilst the SFC's action against Mega Capital has made headlines across the world, it 
simply confirms the SFC's determination to continue along a path - the direction of which 
has been clear for some time now - and is perhaps evidence that the SFC has now given 
sponsors enough time to prepare themselves for the regulatory environment ahead. 
 

The SFC already has wide powers to fine sponsors and their licensed representatives, 
and may also suspend or revoke their licences effectively forcing them out of the industry.  
It is also widely acknowledged that listing standards in Hong Kong are strict, even by 
international standards, but given the HKSE's position as the world's largest IPO market for 
a third year running in 2011, its inherent weighting towards Chinese related businesses and 
the recent adverse publicity (not just in Hong Kong, but globally) involving Chinese issuers, 
it is perhaps no real surprise to see the SFC broadcasting the message to IPO sponsors in no 
uncertain terms. 
 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Freeman Chan, or any of your 
regular contacts at the firm. 
 

6. Related Links 
 

• SFC press release re. Mega Capital (22 April 2012) 
• SFC Sponsor Guidelines - see Appendix 1 (Jan 2007) 
• SFC Report on Sponsor Theme Inspection Findings (March 2011) 
• SFC Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or registered with the SFC (Oct 

2011) 
• SFC Corporate Finance Adviser Code of Conduct (Oct 2011) 
• Chapter 3A & Practice Note 21 of the HKSE Main Board Listing Rules 
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http://www.sfc.hk/sfcPressRelease/EN/sfcOpenDocServlet?docno=12PR39�
http://www.sfc.hk/sfcRegulatoryHandbook/EN/displayFileServlet?docno=H434�
http://www.sfc.hk/sfc/doc/EN/speeches/public/surveys/11/Sponsor%20report_FINAL.pdf�
http://www.sfc.hk/sfcRegulatoryHandbook/EN/displayFileServlet?docno=H652�
http://www.sfc.hk/sfcRegulatoryHandbook/EN/displayFileServlet?docno=H653�
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/rulesreg/listrules/mbrules/documents/chapter_3a.pdf�
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/rulesreg/listrules/mbrules/documents/pn_21.pdf�
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